
SMCHAT on Mobility

The sustainable mobile community

Times shown in: Eastern Daylight Time and Coordinated Universal Time

Between 2015 Sep 02 10:30 and 2015 Sep 02 14:30
19 people sent 177 messages containing #smchat

11:49:20
15:49:20

LexBeresfordJurowscy
@lexberju

My calendar tells me it's #SMChat soon but I frankly don't trust my twitter-chat-
finding abilities. Could someone confirm?

11:59:58
15:59:58

LexBeresfordJurowscy
@lexberju

@CreativeSage Hi Cathryn, is #SMChat a regular chat hashtag? I'm notoriously
bad at finding # tags but would like to join in if so.

12:00:12
16:00:12

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@lexberju yes it is! right on target. here is today's frame:
http://t.co/X5HBM9TXns look forward to chatting with you! #smchat

12:00:19
16:00:19

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

An hour away to #smchat mobility segment today http://t.co/X5HBMabyf0
hope you can join us @sourcePOV @ambercleveland @sharonmostyn

12:00:27
16:00:27

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

An hour away to #smchat mobility segment today http://t.co/X5HBMabyf0
hope you can join us @ajmunn @CreativeSage @SunilMalhotra @PaulEllisUK

12:01:13
16:01:13

LexBeresfordJurowscy
@lexberju

@autom8 Oh fab, thank you so much! I think I wrote down the time an hour too
early. GMT/BST problems. Cheers, speak soon! #smchat

12:10:54
16:10:54

Shreya Khaitan
@Shhrrreeeeyaa

#SMchat whenever free @Beatking_Sumedh . Please��

12:15:06
16:15:06

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

45 mins away to #smchat mobility segment today http://t.co/X5HBMabyf0
hope you can join us @Elite_VS @ndlstrong @Ken_Rosen @eB2B_Design

12:18:19
16:18:19

Yniche
@y_niche

@hidama Yep, then #smchat & #solopr :D

12:23:20
16:23:20

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@y_niche w00t! look forward to you joining #smchat @hidama

12:30:11
16:30:11

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

30 mins to #smchat mobility today: http://t.co/CJ1zGvhKnv… hope you can
join us ;) @vanbantam @nerdriot @trestrange @wordjones @dellmadsen

12:45:03
16:45:03

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

15 mins till #smchat mobility. here's our frame today: http://t.co/X5HBMabyf0
feel free to intro yourselves, free-style chat etc prior to ;)

12:45:12
16:45:12

TwitLiveEvents
@TwitLiveEvents

September 02, 2015 at 01:00PM Twitter Chat - #SMChat #TwitterChat Visit
http://t.co/52cTeoQ3Zw for more events.

12:45:59
16:45:59

Gnosis Media Group
@GnosisMedia

#smchat: power of social media among practitioners. Mod: sourcepov. Wed
12pm CST. #tweetchatshappeningnow

12:50:03
16:50:03

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

#smchat TIPS: 1-reply w/ A1, A2 2-keep it concise or use 1/2, 2/2 for series 3-
use the hashtag on all replies 4-dive in whenever inspired

12:52:13
16:52:13

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

Looking forward to a great #smchat!

12:52:40
16:52:40

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

excited to moderate today's topic on The Sustainable Mobile Community
http://t.co/X5HBMabyf0 hope you can join! #smchat Q1 @ 1pm on the dot!

12:52:54
16:52:54

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@AJAndmore awsome! welcome :) #smchat

12:53:35
16:53:35

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@VanBantam haha. i expect you to provide insightful sparks Josh ;) #smchat

12:55:13
16:55:13

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

#smchat Q's are loaded, loacked and volleyed at every 15 min interval .. get your
sparks ready and let them fly at will!

http://ln.is/wordpress.com/pzaSm
http://ln.is/wordpress.com/pzaSm
http://ln.is/wordpress.com/pzaSm
http://ln.is/wordpress.com/pzaSm
http://ln.is/wordpress.com/
http://ln.is/wordpress.com/pzaSm
http://ift.tt/1bUDPUO
http://ln.is/wordpress.com/pzaSm


12:55:15
16:55:15

ChatSalad
@ChatSalad

The #smchat chat starts in 5 minutes. #ChatSalad...

12:56:24
16:56:24

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @autom8: An hour away to #smchat mobility segment today
http://t.co/X5HBMabyf0 hope you can join us @ajmunn @CreativeSage
@SunilMalhotra…

12:56:30
16:56:30

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

big up to @ChatSalad for consistently helping us keep #smchat on eveyrone's
radar

13:00:20
17:00:20

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

Q1 What defines a mobile community? How do you know you're part of one?
#smchat

13:01:55
17:01:55

Sea__Lyon
@Sea__Lyon

RT @ChatSalad: The #smchat chat starts in 5 minutes. #ChatSalad...

13:02:22
17:02:22

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

A1 mobile communities tend to have more immediacy in its interactions, the
urge to share is vastly more pressing.. 1/3 #smchat

13:03:30
17:03:30

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

A1 Mobile communities are only as strong as their lines of communication;
staying engaged and on the same page #smchat

13:03:44
17:03:44

Josh Lee
@VanBantam

@autom8 #smchat q1 standard stuff like minded individuals with a desire to
share about common interests Wrinkle: what is like minded mean?

13:03:48
17:03:48

CleanDrop
@CleanDropMobile

RT @autom8: Q1 What defines a mobile community? How do you know you're
part of one? #smchat

13:03:53
17:03:53

CleanDrop
@CleanDropMobile

RT @autom8: A1 mobile communities tend to have more immediacy in its
interactions, the urge to share is vastly more pressing.. 1/3 #smchat

13:04:06
17:04:06

CleanDrop
@CleanDropMobile

RT @ChatSalad: The #smchat chat starts in 5 minutes. #ChatSalad...

13:04:26
17:04:26

CleanDrop
@CleanDropMobile

RT @VanBantam: @autom8 #smchat q1 standard stuff like minded individuals
with a desire to share about common interests Wrinkle: what is lik…

13:04:31
17:04:31

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

A1 todays mobile-mesmerized world=smart device is primary communication
lifeline; you know you're part of a mobile community.. 2/3 #smchat

13:05:09
17:05:09

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

RT @VanBantam: @autom8 #smchat q1 standard stuff like minded individuals
with a desire to share about common interests Wrinkle: what is lik…

13:05:30
17:05:30

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

@VanBantam @autom8 so agree, commonality in some regard, though strange
the things that can end up bringing us together #smchat

13:05:39
17:05:39

LexBeresfordJurowscy
@lexberju

@VanBantam @autom8 Significant degree of shared experience or wish to share
in community of knowledge or culture? Maybe? #smchat

13:05:56
17:05:56

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

A1 Non-intrusive, enabling and empowering group. #smchat

13:06:47
17:06:47

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@VanBantam like-minded: pretty much self-explanatory no? what's of interest
is *how* the mobile community is formed imo #smchat

13:07:22
17:07:22

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

A1 Still early days but mobile communities will have less to do with hardware
and software than value exchange. #smchat

13:07:48
17:07:48

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

A1..when like-minded follows are interacting with you constantly, immediately,
almost driven to share instinctually #smchat

13:08:07
17:08:07

Nicholas Friedman
@NMFreed

Looking for tips on expanding news outlet via social media. What does everyone
think? #smchat

13:08:36
17:08:36

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

OMG familiar faces in this chat: It's @NMFreed! #smchat

13:08:38
17:08:38

Josh Lee
@VanBantam

@AJAndmore #smchat I've always wondered how to quantify the strength of a
line of communication. Agree with you answer

13:08:41
17:08:41

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

A1..when like-minded follows are interacting with you constantly, immediately,
almost driven to share instinctually #smchat

13:08:54
17:08:54

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @autom8: A1..when like-minded follows are interacting with you constantly,
immediately, almost driven to share instinctually #smchat

http://ln.is/wordpress.com/pzaSm


13:09:23
17:09:23

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

RT @lexberju: @VanBantam @autom8 Significant degree of shared experience
or wish to share in community of knowledge or culture? Maybe? #smc…

13:10:25
17:10:25

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

@VanBantam Absolutely. In light of the Internet, it's also sometimes hard to
gauge legitimacy...online friends vs flakes vs foes #smchat

13:10:31
17:10:31

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

A1. Mobile communities are nomadic. People flit in and out depending on what
attracts them. That's because people like being mobile. #smchat

13:10:41
17:10:41

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@SunilMalhotra interesting point about 'non-intrusive' but this do you mean
having asynchronous interaction? #Smchat

13:10:59
17:10:59

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

RT @VanBantam: @AJAndmore #smchat I've always wondered how to quantify
the strength of a line of communication. Agree with you answer

13:11:11
17:11:11

LexBeresfordJurowscy
@lexberju

@autom8 Agreed plus hearts/minds on the part of person sharing. Hard to
define but sense of emotional belonging to community #smchat

13:11:31
17:11:31

Cathryn Hrudicka
@CreativeSage

#SMchat is going on right now, just follow the hashtag and jump in! Every Wed.
at 1:00 pm ET for official chat. https://t.co/OhXDCwZtZc

13:12:13
17:12:13

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

'quantifying' interaction eh? don't make me go all semantics on you ;)
immediacy is both optics & substance #Smchat https://t.co/9dyMvcurj2

13:12:21
17:12:21

LexBeresfordJurowscy
@lexberju

@CreativeSage Thank you! I've found it and dipped in a couple times now.
Appreciate the reply! :) #smchat

13:13:01
17:13:01

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

@SunilMalhotra @lexberju perks of mobile comms: the fact it IS so easy to float
in/out, though genuine connection is def questioned #smchat

13:13:43
17:13:43

CleanDrop
@CleanDropMobile

RT @CreativeSage: #SMchat is going on right now, just follow the hashtag and
jump in! Every Wed. at 1:00 pm ET for official chat.
https://thttps://t.co/OhXDCwZtZc

13:14:22
17:14:22

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

+1 input: "sense of emotional belonging" underpins mobile communities
#smchat https://t.co/iE1fK5Gr6R

13:14:24
17:14:24

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

@autom8 And big bucks going into #predictiveanalytics. There's going to be a
big shift into letting users "pull" relevant stuff 2/2 #smchat

13:15:07
17:15:07

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

Q2 So you’ve just launched a brilliant social app. Describe how you envision
your target audience. #smchat

13:15:24
17:15:24

Josh Lee
@VanBantam

@autom8 #smchat Ah! Example @davidfrum. I disagree with much of his
politics but am like minded in desire for meaningful political analysis

13:15:40
17:15:40

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

Great point. @AJAndmore Maybe genuine connection ≠ loyalty and longevity of
relationship @lexberju #smchat

13:16:22
17:16:22

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

.@CreativeSage Jumpin'! Wait: I might jump. What's the topic of #smchat?

13:17:02
17:17:02

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@VanBantam there are degrees of like-mindedness after all .. one can't always
have an affinity to someone in every way #smchat

13:17:05
17:17:05

Cathryn Hrudicka
@CreativeSage

@lexberju You're welcome! I wish I could join #SMchat today, but I have a
meeting soon. :-)

13:17:15
17:17:15

Josh Lee
@VanBantam

@autom8 @AJAndmore #smchat I think the main binder for online community
is sharing. There's nothing compelling me to interact with y'all

13:17:28
17:17:28

Josh Lee
@VanBantam

RT @lexberju: @autom8 Agreed plus hearts/minds on the part of person
sharing. Hard to define but sense of emotional belonging to community …

13:17:35
17:17:35

Josh Lee
@VanBantam

RT @SunilMalhotra: A1. Mobile communities are nomadic. People flit in and out
depending on what attracts them. That's because people like b…

13:17:38
17:17:38

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

A2. Defining Target audiences and groups is old fashioned "static" advertising
practice. The product is the marketing, imo #smchat

13:17:38
17:17:38

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

RT @VanBantam: @autom8 @AJAndmore #smchat I think the main binder for
online community is sharing. There's nothing compelling me to interac…

13:18:58
17:18:58

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

Hi Ken, good seeing you again. @quickmuse Sustainable mobile communities.
@CreativeSage #smchat framing here http://t.co/ML3JdTrNe9

https://twitter.com/lexberju/status/639105495240978433
https://twitter.com/VanBantam/status/639122774770905089
https://twitter.com/lexberju/status/639105495240978433
https://twitter.com/lexberju/status/639123417476763648
http://linkis.com/wordpress.com/pzaSm


13:19:12
17:19:12

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@SunilMalhotra interesting. so there is no mindful attention to how one's app
addresses a given audience (?) #smchat

13:19:12
17:19:12

Cathryn Hrudicka
@CreativeSage

@quickmuse Topic is here: https://t.co/rwHcSFQomJ #SMchat

13:19:58
17:19:58

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

A2 Youth are always a good target for app trendiness, but @ same time it's
important to not have #marketing tunnel vision #smchat

13:20:49
17:20:49

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

capturing this ongoing nice interchange btwn @VanBantam and
@lexberesfordJurowscy - pls use #smchat tag :P https://t.co/edvLJVBuoe

13:21:19
17:21:19

LexBeresfordJurowscy
@lexberju

@AJAndmore Yeah - don't be blind to potential of engagement with older
audiences. Some v interesting stuff to be found there #smchat

13:21:27
17:21:27

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

capturing this ongoing nice interchange btwn @VanBantam and
@lexberesfordJurowscy - pls use #smchat tag :P https://t.co/gfmk0sYzlH

13:21:28
17:21:28

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

A2 @autom8 Sure there is. But paradoxical. More challenging yet forgiving since
it's easier to "test" assumptions. Feedback is king #smchat

13:21:58
17:21:58

LexBeresfordJurowscy
@lexberju

@autom8 @VanBantam @lexberesfordJurowscy oops, apologies, forgot! Quite
new to twitter chats but learning fast #smchat

13:22:02
17:22:02

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

A2 My target audience is sick of cliches. Tired of automation. Fed up with fake
accounts & auto DMs. They wanna filter out the junk. #smchat

13:22:26
17:22:26

LexBeresfordJurowscy
@lexberju

@quickmuse LOVE this! I hate auto DMs with a passion #smchat

13:22:40
17:22:40

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

agreed. and your point re: mktg tunnel visions segues nicely into Q4 :) #smchat
https://t.co/gfmk0sYzlH

13:22:50
17:22:50

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

@lexberju Yes, they're the majorly growing demographics for many
#socialmedia sites! #smchat

13:23:27
17:23:27

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@SunilMalhotra ergo the existence of the beta model ;) #smchat

13:23:28
17:23:28

Josh Lee
@VanBantam

#smchat A2 tech savvy late 20 to mid 30 age/sensibility strong desire to
connect. Desire: creative members. Reality: cat meme regurgitators

13:23:35
17:23:35

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

A2 Devices (smartphones) are real cheap in emerging economies. Their reality is
different. Targeting is by value to stakeholders #smchat

13:24:17
17:24:17

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

Absolutely. We're trying something called #Designfiction RT @autom8 ergo the
existence of the beta model ;) #smchat

13:24:21
17:24:21

LexBeresfordJurowscy
@lexberju

@VanBantam Question for you then (cos I like this answer a lot): how to drive
engagement and creativity in membership? #smchat

13:24:52
17:24:52

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @autom8: capturing this ongoing nice interchange btwn @VanBantam and
@lexberesfordJurowscy - pls use #smchat tag :P https://t.co/gfmk0sYzlH

13:24:55
17:24:55

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@dellmadsen ya made it!! w00t!! pls use #smchat hashtag w/ replies :P
https://t.co/4cOL3yktWE

13:25:11
17:25:11

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @quickmuse: A2 My target audience is sick of cliches. Tired of automation.
Fed up with fake accounts & auto DMs. They wanna filter out t…

13:25:35
17:25:35

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@lexberju that's up on Q3 ;) #smchat @VanBantam

13:25:59
17:25:59

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

@quickmuse Right? Pseudo-engagement is easy to spot #smchat

13:26:20
17:26:20

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@SunilMalhotra fascinating .. care to elaborate? how does this differ form a
standard beta model? #smchat

13:26:53
17:26:53

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

Not so pseudo people tho. RT @AJAndmore @quickmuse Right? Pseudo-
engagement is easy to spot #smchat

13:27:15
17:27:15

LexBeresfordJurowscy
@lexberju

To my great sadness I have to leave #smchat early but it's been a blast! Will try
to catch up later/join next week. Thx all!

https://twitter.com/autom8/status/638803082407735296
https://twitter.com/lexberju/status/639125303076462592
https://twitter.com/AJAndmore/status/639125627283578880
https://twitter.com/AJAndmore/status/639125627283578880
https://twitter.com/AJAndmore/status/639125627283578880
https://twitter.com/dellmadsen/status/639126680259457024


13:27:34
17:27:34

Josh Lee
@VanBantam

#smchat A2 genuine people that want to share real parts of themselves and are
respectful.

13:27:58
17:27:58

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

.@autom8 It's about not predicting but trying to speculate outcomes by creating
mockups. Not business scenarios but actual solutions #smchat

13:28:08
17:28:08

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @VanBantam: #smchat A2 genuine people that want to share real parts of
themselves and are respectful.

13:28:35
17:28:35

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

did you hear that new Twitter follows: like is said before, don't ever auto DM
when introducing yourself #smchat https://t.co/NprN6Zqs0F

13:28:48
17:28:48

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @autom8: did you hear that new Twitter follows: like is said before, don't
ever auto DM when introducing yourself #smchat https://t.co/NprN6Zqs0F

13:28:49
17:28:49

Josh Lee
@VanBantam

@SunilMalhotra @AJAndmore @quickmuse #smchat yeah people can spot
phony pretty darn quickly #trustyourgut

13:29:09
17:29:09

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

did you hear that new Twitter follows: like i said before, don't ever auto DM
when introducing yourself #smchat https://t.co/NprN6ZI3pf

13:29:17
17:29:17

CleanDrop
@CleanDropMobile

RT @autom8: did you hear that new Twitter follows: like is said before, don't
ever auto DM when introducing yourself #smchat https://t.co/NprN6Zqs0F

13:29:57
17:29:57

Beatriz Almeida
@biasmash

@quickmuse I agree completely. People crave authenticity and REAL
connections #smchat

13:30:04
17:30:04

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

sound quite idealistic but have to agree that this is the prevailing ethos of mobile
communities #smchat https://t.co/FBYD5p3HK5

13:30:09
17:30:09

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

@SunilMalhotra @autom8 There's too much focus on process over progress
these days; The practical solutions are what totally matter #smchat

13:30:15
17:30:15

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

Q3 How would you ensure your mobile community remains engaged over the
long-term? What tactics/best practices would you use? #smchat

13:30:24
17:30:24

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

RT @AJAndmore: @SunilMalhotra @autom8 There's too much focus on
process over progress these days; The practical solutions are what totally …

13:30:39
17:30:39

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

.@VanBantam @SunilMalhotra @AJAndmore Dunno. There's a LOT of phony
floating around. #smchat

13:31:17
17:31:17

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

No pun on phony there. ;-) Esp #mobile. RT @VanBantam @AJAndmore
@quickmuse #smchat yeah people can spot phony pretty darn quickly

13:31:53
17:31:53

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

A3 Keep giving value and seeking feedback. It's the only way. #Smchat

13:32:10
17:32:10

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @AJAndmore: @SunilMalhotra @autom8 There's too much focus on
process over progress these days; The practical solutions are what totally …

13:32:17
17:32:17

Beatriz Almeida
@biasmash

@autom8 A3. Interests evolve but the need to be heard is constant. Interact with
your audience and always listen #smchat

13:32:24
17:32:24

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

har har #smchat pun of day #goodone https://t.co/aQwWRrRqNY

13:33:45
17:33:45

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

+1 input! did you hear that social app hopefuls? "the need to be heard is
constant" #WERD #smchat https://t.co/9ZJo4mo7vT

13:34:39
17:34:39

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

A3 That's the greatest thing about mobile. You can listen all the time. #Alwayson
#smchat But invested folks keep thinking with a past lens.

13:34:53
17:34:53

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

A3 Staying in touch requires two-sided effort; Many can be self-centered, so
showing genuine interest can greatly set you apart #smchat

13:35:35
17:35:35

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@SunilMalhotra how do you mean? "invested ones keep thinking with a past
lens" .. pls elaborate #smchat

13:35:44
17:35:44

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

My favourite coinage "Listen is an #anagram of Silent" A3 #smchat

13:36:48
17:36:48

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@AJAndmore agree with this 100% but should you always be at their beckon
call #devilsadvocate #input ;) #Smchat

https://twitter.com/quickmuse/status/639126146496528384
https://twitter.com/quickmuse/status/639126146496528384
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https://twitter.com/VanBantam/status/639127539567296512
https://twitter.com/SunilMalhotra/status/639128474163281920
https://twitter.com/biasmash/status/639128725783621632


13:37:36
17:37:36

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

@autom8 Mobile + Web 2.0 allow for agile solution development which in turn
allow you to fail cheaper, better and faster. Yet .. #smchat 1/2

13:37:49
17:37:49

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@SunilMalhotra smart. but listening also means you need to react to what
you're listening to, no? #smchat

13:38:35
17:38:35

Beatriz Almeida
@biasmash

@autom8 @SunilMalhotra Of course. How do you know someone is listening if
you don't acknowledge their sentiments? #smchat

13:38:56
17:38:56

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

@autom8 Incumbent "owners" (read IT) still go through the whole process by
which time the need is gone. #Smchat 2/2 A3

13:39:11
17:39:11

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

+1 input again! it's so basic yet so overlooked #smchat
https://t.co/JwHUd3Aq8A

13:39:48
17:39:48

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

Sure. RT @autom8 but listening also means you need to react to what you're
listening to, no? #smchat

13:40:27
17:40:27

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

A3 also if you are setting a precedent of steady recurring interactions with your
community, you'd best keep doing it 1/2 #smchat

13:41:02
17:41:02

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

@autom8 one must be there to listen but absolutely know where to draw a line--
protecting yourself from those w/ never-ending demands #smchat

13:41:30
17:41:30

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

@biasmash First step is listen silently when others are saying something. Next
respond. But synchronous tools allow chatter. @autom8 #Smchat

13:41:56
17:41:56

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

A3 not all members of your community will be needy, but you can't falter by
being randomly silent or absent 2/2 #bigNONO #smchat

13:42:19
17:42:19

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @autom8: A3 not all members of your community will be needy, but you
can't falter by being randomly silent or absent 2/2 #bigNONO #smchat

13:42:59
17:42:59

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

@autom8 oh yeah, you can't expect consistency without being consistently
engaged yourself! #smchat

13:43:37
17:43:37

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

@autom8 I need to run. Sorry to have to drop out of this very interesting
#smchat Have a good day.

13:44:09
17:44:09

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@SunilMalhotra agreed, & this is standard protocol even for asychronous
interaction but never leave them hanging or worse, doubting! #smchat

13:44:28
17:44:28

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@SunilMalhotra thanks Sunil! always a pleasure to have your company #smchat

13:44:57
17:44:57

FrontlineSMS \o/
@FrontlineSMS

We agree #smchat - listening + reacting is the key! #Radio communities do this
well, balancing airtime + engagement. https://t.co/1AVmOlnbTy

13:45:04
17:45:04

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

Q4 What potential pitfalls make a mobile community a fad vs. a ‘sticky’ online
channel. How would you avoid these pitfalls? #smchat

13:45:31
17:45:31

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

RT @FrontlineSMS: We agree #smchat - listening + reacting is the key! #Radio
communities do this well, balancing airtime + engagement.
httphttps://t.co/1AVmOlnbTy

13:46:57
17:46:57

Beatriz Almeida
@biasmash

@autom8 A4. Too much noise, not enough sustenance is a big turnoff in #social
channels #smchat

13:47:50
17:47:50

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

A4 Trashiness is never bueno...ensuring there's substance behind a shtick is
probably the most important factor to keep in check #smchat

13:50:00
17:50:00

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@biasmash @AJAndmore indeed. there's always noise and non-stop banter, and
ironically input with little to no substance [+] #smchat

13:51:15
17:51:15

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@AJAndmore @biasmash at times tho, i see communities that crave common
trivialities; who controls this? should it be controlled? .. #smchat

13:51:25
17:51:25

Ideafarms
@Ideafarms

Give people easy-to-use- tools to do what THEY want to do A4.
#Disintermediate #smchat https://t.co/pwSclWVs7B

13:52:51
17:52:51

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@biasmash @AJAndmore wonder if the reality of large numbers in
communities is what shapes the quality of what is shared #smchat

13:53:15
17:53:15

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

@autom8 @biasmash Some thrive on drama--a serious indicator of a
community's "functionality"...or lack thereof #smchat

https://twitter.com/biasmash/status/639130311180296192
https://twitter.com/autom8/status/639129096518152192
https://twitter.com/autom8/status/639129096518152192
https://twitter.com/biasmash/status/639132419178676224


13:53:49
17:53:49

Ideafarms
@Ideafarms

"On the Internet, the distance between tribes starts at zero." #NewClues
@cluetrain #smchat

13:53:58
17:53:58

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

A4 those who create and shape mobile communities must be clear with their
intent and consistent with their interactions #smchat

13:54:56
17:54:56

DealChaat
@DealChaat

RT @autom8: A4 those who create and shape mobile communities must be clear
with their intent and consistent with their interactions #smchat

13:54:56
17:54:56

Ideafarms
@Ideafarms

RT @autom8: A4 those who create and shape mobile communities must be clear
with their intent and consistent with their interactions #smchat

13:55:14
17:55:14

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

@autom8 @biasmash the nature of comms' opinion leaders & content they
share as a result can certainly speak to member character #smchat

13:55:16
17:55:16

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

.@lexberju As you should! Strange that auto DM companies aren't too ashamed
to keep going... #smchat

13:56:44
17:56:44

DealChaat
@DealChaat

RT @autom8: @SunilMalhotra agreed, & this is standard protocol even for
asychronous interaction but never leave them hanging or worse, doub…

13:58:17
17:58:17

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@AJAndmore or simply their in/experience in herding cats ;) #smchat
@biasmash

13:59:58
17:59:58

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

A4 one must never underestimate the value of those who help build the
foundations of an organic mobile community #smchat

14:00:22
18:00:22

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

big UPs to today's #smchat joiners: @lexberju @VanBantam @SunilMalhotra
@dellmadsen @AJAndmore @biasmash @ideafarms #smchat THANK YOU!!

14:01:09
18:01:09

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

Formation of mobile comms in true grassroots fashion is always the most
admirable #smchat

14:01:54
18:01:54

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

RT @AJAndmore: Formation of mobile comms in true grassroots fashion is
always the most admirable #smchat

14:02:32
18:02:32

Alex Anderson
@AJAndmore

@autom8 Thanks for moderating! And to everyone else for yet another
smashing #smchat!

14:03:34
18:03:34

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@AJAndmore & in theory, the most sustainable; however, time will tell whether
or not its creators are really there for the long haul #smchat

14:04:12
18:04:12

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@AJAndmore my pleasure! look forward to seeing you back again next month
#smchat

14:05:34
18:05:34

Ideafarms
@Ideafarms

Content for use across devices #smchat http://t.co/oulKnO9XvF

14:06:35
18:06:35

Ideafarms
@Ideafarms

And Ken Gordon @quickmuse #smchat https://t.co/RWQTEDJzvL

14:07:09
18:07:09

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @Ideafarms: Content for use across devices #smchat
http://t.co/oulKnO9XvF

14:07:15
18:07:15

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @Ideafarms: And Ken Gordon @quickmuse #smchat
https://t.co/RWQTEDJzvL

14:08:54
18:08:54

Ken Gordon
@quickmuse

@Ideafarms @SunilMalhotra ...just made it under #smchat wire!

14:09:17
18:09:17

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@Ideafarms yes of course! thought had included Ken @quickmuse Thanks Ken!
see you back soon! #smchat

14:10:52
18:10:52

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@biasmash can't agree with you more. what kills me tho is how i'm noticing the
wanton will to dumb down interactions @AJAndmore #smchat

14:11:49
18:11:49

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@biasmash it's as if the dark mantra is: "we need to make this accessible to
XXXX numbers so make it easy for them" @AJAndmore #smchat

14:13:36
18:13:36

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@biasmash that said, i wonder why social app creators don't just finesse their
goal + audience over time 1/? @AJAndmore #smchat

14:14:42
18:14:42

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@biasmash so they can in fact distinguish themselves against others. there's
always gonna be drama and trite content 2/?@AJAndmore #smchat

http://www.slideshare.net/Ideafarms/responsive-web-design-43778493
https://twitter.com/autom8/status/639135793227759616
http://www.slideshare.net/Ideafarms/responsive-web-design-43778493
https://twitter.com/autom8/status/639135793227759616


14:14:48
18:14:48

Beatriz Almeida
@biasmash

@autom8 @AJAndmore Prime example: #buzzfeed. They used to make real
news fun and easy to digest, now there is only fluff #smchat

14:15:43
18:15:43

Beatriz Almeida
@biasmash

@autom8 @AJAndmore The problem is you begin to alienate your original
audience. Quite a gamble! #smchat

14:16:40
18:16:40

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@biasmash agreed. but i wonder if it's a gamble they were already willing to take
to begin with #SadReality @AJAndmore #smchat

14:22:23
18:22:23

Josh Lee
@VanBantam

@lexberju @autom8 #smchat maybe in purist form a desire to connect?
Humans social beings biological imperative?

14:23:05
18:23:05

Beatriz Almeida
@biasmash

@autom8 @AJAndmore The loss of few vs. the gain of many...could be. Great
for the company, bad for the few #smchat

14:25:19
18:25:19

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

@VanBantam @lexberju i would agree with that submission .. (hehe) #smchat

14:29:26
18:29:26

Autom Tagsa
@autom8

+1 spark: and yes, specifically to what technology offers in the form of the "shiny
toy" syndrome #smchat https://t.co/VFOSfM7AWv

https://twitter.com/VanBantam/status/639142347318562816

